
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELLESSE FW22 

 

Ellesse revolutionises the concept of sneakers and breaks the boundaries 

between sport and leisure for a fashion forward look 

An urban line dedicated to those who love to express their uniqueness in everyday 

life by breaking the rules and making the extraordinary seem ordinary 

 

Sporty, retro vintage, bold: this is how the new footwear collection of the iconic Ellesse brand can 
be described. Basic colour combinations combined with strong details, the FW22 sneakers are 
inspired by the leisure lifestyle the brand is known for with fashion nods to captivating and current 
solutions, to guarantee a gutsy and original style with attention to the environment and new trends.  
 
Ellesse, a renowned sports brand founded in Perugia in 1959, has always set itself the goal of 
dressing free time in style, in a way that is personal, bold and never predictable. From the ski slopes 
to the tennis court to streetwear, the brand has revolutionised the concept of sportswear. And in 
this FW22 it officially breaks the boundary between sport and leisure, with a collection of footwear 
inspired by a broad and varied urban style, in which a retro vintage component meets innovation 
and evokes original and pop solutions. 
 
Ellesse anticipates trends and reinterprets them with originality and consistency: the protagonist is 
the women's line in which the brand’s typical monochrome approach is combined with bold and 
trendy details. 
We see it in sneakers like ROSYLIN, a sporty and comfortable model with a special memory foam 
sole made specifically for Ellesse: the classic style of the model becomes energetic and trendy thanks 
to the new and original chromatic contrast. 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The collection includes sneakers that recall 90s style in terms of volumes and colours, as well as 
more casual shoes that are perfect for outdoors, sports or with references to the fantastic 80s. 
A versatile collection that meets all tastes by maintaining a strong focus on the environment 
through the use of eco-sustainable and eco-friendly materials. 
  
JUDITH and CHERYL are also perfect sneakers for leisure time and are made of eco-leather, recycled 
mesh and organic cotton. Captivating and feminine, but also comfortable thanks to the memory 
foam sole: here the brand’s typical monochrome approach meets stronger details and finishes that 
make the difference. 
       
 

 
 

For the men's line, a style halfway between casual and sporty is preferred, with references to the 

brand’s vintage heritage that is revisited in a contemporary key. Monochrome shoes or ones with 

basic contrasts, simple but dynamic lines, with a clear reference to the world of tennis. A 

collection that offers various proposals, and includes shoes that are perfect for sports as well as 

leisure time.  

Among the protagonists of this varied men's collection is the NEW RUSSEL, a trendy sneaker with a 

“Minimal” design and strong lines, made of mesh and synthetic suede. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Here too the attention to eco-friendliness is explicit and constant: models such as LAMBERT and 

DERIK are a clear example, made with recycled mesh, organic cotton and splits from LWG (Leather 

Working Group) tanneries, to reduce their environmental impact. Both are also equipped with the 

innovative memory foam sole which makes these models extremely comfortable.     

 

                                   

 

ABOUT ELLESSE 

 

Ellesse is a sport fashion brand with high quality product lines. Founded in Perugia in 1959 by the Italian tailor 
Leonardo Servadio (the name of the brand derives from the initials of its founder), it revolutionised the world 
of sport with the invention of the jet pants, the iconic ski pants inspired by the flared jeans of the Seventies. 
During the 80s he sponsored various sporting events: from the 1982 World Cup to Formula 1, as well as 
surfing and golf events, thus becoming a status symbol of the sports world. In 1985 he dressed the winner of 
the Wimbledon Tournament, Boris Becker, and continues today to be a symbolic brand of the tennis world, 
from which the Company draws inspiration for the creation of new collections with leisure and urban 
influences.  
With an innovative approach, Nice Footwear develops, manufactures and distributes Ellesse's men's, 
women's and children's footwear collections, reinterpreting the brand's characteristics in a contemporary 
key while keeping its DNA unchanged. 
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